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Public needs
a say

Hi, honey (and NSA and FBI).
Leaving work soon (not this world, I hope).
Want me to pick up anything? (Say parts for a

bomb, or was it dinner?)
Got our tickets (for escape, make that vacation

escape).
Later (code for terrorism plan’s a go, or goodbye).
As if we didn’t already know that precious little of

our lives is truly private anymore, the news of a mas-
sive data-mining effort by the National Security
Agency and FBI into Americans’ communications is
deeply troubling. It deserves a major pubic debate
and congressional review.

Candidate Barack Obama was clear on the need for
more transparency and better oversight in anti-terror-
ism efforts and critical of President George W. Bush
administration’s warrantless snooping. Now President
Barack Obama has exponentially inflated the probes,
albeit with secret court oversight, and failed to offer
the nation and Congress a full open debate on how far
into Americans’ private lives the government should
go to stop terrorists.

From what’s been reported, we know that the spe-
cial secret court created by the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act has approved wide data collection
efforts on Americans’ communications via email,
phone, text, Skype, Facebook and more. The idea is
the data dump will allow investigators to monitor
terorrists’ communications with individuals in the
U.S.

To be clear: Individual phone calls, like the imagi-
nary one above, are not routinely overheard. Rather,
the experts run alogorithms on data to seek unusual
patterns that might suggest links between foreign ter-
rorists and Americans. Investigators need court
approval to wiretap phones.

There are many peculiarities to this latest revela-
tion. Why does the Foreign (emphasis on foreign)
Intelligence Surveillance Act court get to order data
collection on Americans? How does this jibe with
Fourth Amendment protections? How can Americans
trust that the information will never be misused for
political purposes or to target minority groups or
activists?

The great civil liberties traditions of this nation do
not condone invasive sweeps of information from
innocents to find the few bad guys. Normally, we
expect authorities to pinpoint suspects, ask for court
permission to seek more information, and proceed to
prosecute cases. This all-in collection is a radical
switch. While potentially effective in finding terror
cells, it raises the question of how much privacy we
are willing to relinquish to attempt to stay safe.

That debate belongs in Congress and on Main
Street. It needs to happen soon, and Obama should
call for it directly.

We have argued against many of the overreaching
provisions of the Patriot Act, warning judicial over-
sight was lacking in the original act, as were adequate
avenues to legally challenge data requests in the later
version. Back in 2006, the public worried about gov-
ernment access to private library transactions. Today,
that seems almost quaint.

The Fourth Amendment prevents “unreasonable
searches” and sets out specific requirements for war-
rants, including “probable cause.” Both the Bush and
Obama administrations profess no abuses of private
information. But history is littered with abuses,
including of political opponents and civil rights lead-
ers. The challenge now is for Americans to get a shot
at deciding how far the government should go in
tracking terrorists.

Americans are well versed in our lack of privacy.
Any Internet user knows that Google ads reflect recent
“private” searches and Amazon knows what you’ve
been reading well enough to offer book recommenda-
tions. The government knows everywhere we’ve trav-
eled, within the U.S. and certainly outside.

If massive, pre-emptive data collection is needed
for the tech-savvy alogorithms to do their magic in
finding connections to terrorism networks, it is now
up to the Americans to decide whether that’s reason-
able and reasonably protected information. But that
can’t happen without an informed dialogue.

— The Kansas City Star

Government can’t be trusted
W ithout the slightest hint of

irony, President Barack Obama
said last week, “If people can’t

trust not only the executive branch but
also don’t trust Congress, and don’t trust
federal judges, to make sure that we’re
abiding by the Constitution with due
process and rule of law, then we’re going
to have some problems here.”

Yes we are, because more and more of
us don’t trust government. In fact,
according to the Pew Research Center
for the People and the Press, “trust in
the federal government remains mired
near a historic low, while frustration
with government remains high.” Fur-
thermore, notes Pew, a “majority of the
public says that the federal government
threatens their personal rights and free-
doms.”

What has led to this distrust? The
Benghazi cover-up, the IRS fiasco, the
Justice Department’s monitoring of
reporters, the commandeering of phone
records of private citizens in the name
of national security, “data mining,” the
so-called “kill list,” drones with the
power to spy and kill, the proliferation
of surveillance cameras, DNA swabs
after arrests, ObamaCare, unrestrained
spending and unending debt. This is the
federal government encroaching on our
civil liberties.

The federal government long ago
exceeded its constitutional boundaries.
It has reached into our public schools,
our colleges and universities, our
wombs, our wallets; Congress banned
incandescent light bulbs, Bloomberg
tried to ban Big Gulps, and now govern-

ment wants to insert itself into our
health care. Government does few
things well, but it does them at great
expense.

A loss of some privacy was supposed
to be the price we had to pay for secu-
rity following 9/11. Obama declared the
war against terrorism over, but the sur-
veillance expanded. Now, it seems there
are more cameras out there then there
are cicadas.

The president claims, “Nobody is lis-
tening to your telephone calls.” But the
government has the ability to listen.
Michael Isikoff of NBC News, citing two
former U.S. intelligence officials,
reports, “The National Security Agency
has at times mistakenly intercepted the
private email messages and phone calls
of Americans who had no link to terror-
ism, requiring Justice Department offi-
cials to report the errors to a secret
national security court and destroy the
data.” Oops.

When I was a kid, some of my rela-
tives had party line telephones. People
shared the same phone line, but were
assigned different numbers of rings so
you’d know which call was yours. My
cousins and I eavesdropped on other
people’s conversations. Will the federal
government now take listening in to a
new level?

We have an “on the one hand, but on
the other hand” attitude about security.
On the one hand we want to be safe; on
the other hand we don’t like government
intruding on our rights because once
we’ve lost them, they will be difficult to
regain. The notion that we should trust
government is foolish and dangerous.
Government officials, like all human
beings, have the capacity to do wrong,
as well as right. That’s why the Founders
gave us a Constitution, to control gov-
ernment that “the blessings of liberty”
might be secured.

Here’s some history for those who
missed it in history class: “The powers
delegated by the proposed Constitution
... are few and defined. Those which are
to remain in the State governments are
numerous and indefinite.” — James
Madison

“Freedom is lost gradually from an
uninterested, uninformed, and unin-
volved people.” — Thomas Jefferson

On this 64th anniversary of the publi-
cation of George Orwell’s novel, “1984,”
uninterested, uninformed and unin-
volved Americans should consider his
concocted language called “Newspeak,”
which includes: “War is peace; freedom
is slavery, ignorance is strength.”

Obama is speaking in “Newspeak”
when he says government can be
trusted. Government cannot be trusted.
We — and he — must trust the Constitu-
tion.

Write to Cal Thomas at Tribune Media Services,
2225 Kenmore Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo, NY 14207
or by email at tmseditors@tribune.com.

People must understand
that education is expensive

I am writing in regard to the mean-spir-
ited witchhunt under way in the case of
Medina Superintendent Randy Stepp.

For example, I find it quite difficult to
believe that the proprietor of that despi-
cable “Medina City Schools outrage” page
on Facebook truly has the best interests
of the students or taxpayers of Medina at
heart.

At least not when, as was reported by
Kiera Manion-Fischer in The Gazette on
April 18, the mere audit of the county
education fund in question could cost
$14,000.

Keep in mind, Medina: The overriding
point behind all of this faux outrage was
the objection by one resident — not a
teacher or school administrator himself,
just one ordinary Joe Schmo who hap-
pens to reside within our city limits — to
what he perceived to be frivolous, non-
education-related expenditures on the
part of the school board and Stepp, cor-
rect? And on what basis, I ask again, does
this rabble-rouser have any way of know-
ing what passes for “normal” in the world
of education?

This Facebook page alleges that Stepp
was “wasting” taxpayer funds left and
right. Well, how does the owner of this
page feel now that the “investigation,”
which his Facebook-inspired inquisition
produced, will likely now run the Medina
school district upward of $14,000? But
remind me, just what was the overriding
point of this contrived “outrage” again?
Indeed, it was saving the taxpayers of
Medina money, was it not?

Don’t anyone forget now, that is

$14,000 (to say nothing of the associated
legal fees for which your district is doubt-
less now liable), which could have gone
toward purchasing new desks, new com-
puters or perhaps towards maintaining
the aging infrastructure in our district —
$14,000 wasted on an eminently pointless
witchhunt.

Does everyone see now? It requires
money, substantial amounts of money, to
educate your children in today’s world.

THOMAS PREBIS
Medina

Those who benefit from unions
should pay dues like members

Though I retired from a union-repre-
sented job more than 25 years ago, I find
conservatives ever determined to estab-
lish even more starvation wage “oppor-
tunities.” They did their best to prevent
the strong union resurgence in the late
1930s near the end of the Great Depres-
sion. As a shop steward (Service
Employer International Union) during
the 1980s, we had achieved respectable
strength; but as I approached retirement
I could see the beginning of the decline
through the strenuous efforts of the
rightest juggernaut.

Now the “right-to-work” faction is bit-
ing at our heels again in Ohio and it
unsuccessfully does its best to make it
sound logical and fair. They tout the
maxion that as a free American you
should not have to join any organization
you reject — granted, but neither can
you expect benefits.

However, under what we of the 1980s
had called an “agency shop,” no one was
required to join the union, but we

required they pay for the representation
they received. By law, these non-joiners
had to receive at contract time any pay
raises, pension or health benefits that
paying members received. So why
should they not pay for their representa-
tion?

Nothing is more appealing to greedy
corporations who gain overwhelming
control of wages and benefits when they
have a divided workforce, some paying
for their benefits and some freeloading.
And there are some employers who are
only happy when they can prevent any
union representation whatsoever. We
know who they are; no need to list them
here.

BUZ CORMANY
York Township

LETTERSTOTHEEDITOR

Letters to the editor
guidelines

The Gazette welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters are subject to editing for brevity,
accuracy and clarity.

Letters should be 250 words or fewer.
Letters with more than 250 words may be
edited to approximately the required length.

Include your signature, full home address
and telephone number for verification
purposes.

BY MAIL: Letters to the Editor, The
Gazette, 885 W. Liberty St., Medina, OH
44256

BY FAX: (440) 329-7282. Attention,
Letters to the Editor.

BY EMAIL (preferred):
letters@medina-gazette.com.

OTHEROPINIONS

American citizens should be involved
in discussion of data-mining surveillance

CAL THOMAS


